THIS IS RESEMA

- Your advisor for optimal air solutions
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To us, it is important that our customers are satisfied with our products
and the service we provide. We therefore encourage an open
communication built on competence, quality and trust.
In the following documents you will find corporate information.
Please contact us if you have any questions or require additional
information +46 140-38 52 50.

RESEMA AB
Box 159
573 22 TRANÅS
Tel: 0140-38 52 50
Fax: 0140-38 52 60
www.resema.se
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info@resema.se
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RESEMA’S DEVELOPMENT
Resema AB is a privately held corporation located in Tranås, Sweden.
We have 50 years of experience developing and manufacturing air
filters for HVAC systems, industrial and process air filtration.
Resema was established in 1969 by the founder Rune Sellö as an
engineering company and represented Continental Air Filter in USA.
In 1989 Resema was converted into a family held company with the
intention of starting in-house production. Currently Resema has a
completely automated production from media to filter pockets and
complete filters in both glass fiber and synthetic media.
Welcome to Resema!
Founder Rune Sellö in the middle with
sons Magnus and Peter Sellö

Resema has a modern
production with the latest
technical
equipment.
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ESTABLISHMENT
Resema is constantly evolving. Today we are
represented in 7 locations in Sweden and recently
had a grand-opening in Copenhagen, Denmark.

ÖSTERSUND
- Sales office

Our products are also represented through
retailers / partners in other Nordic countries.
Our employees are branch-experienced and
capable of providing product and application
information.
MANUFACTURING & STORAGE
Five of our sales offices have warehouses with
minor local manufacturing: Gothenburg
(500 sqm), Stockholm (500 sqm), Malmoe
(1100 sqm), Copenhagen (700 sqm) and
Tranås (6000 sqm + Aneby 5000 sqm).
This increases our availability and contributes
to flexible and swift deliveries.

SWEDEN

Head office and main production is in Tranås,
where we also stock a complete range of filters.

STORSTHLM
STOCKHOLM
KATRINEHOLM
- Sales office

= Warehouse

GOTHENBURG
- Manufacturing
- Sales office
- Warehouse

- Manufacturing
- Sales office
- Warehouse

HK. TRANÅS
- Manufacturing
ANEBY
- Sales office
- Manufacturing - Warehouse

DANMARK
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COPENHAGEN
- Manufacturing
- Sales office
- Warehouse

MALMOE
- Manufacturing
- Sales office
- Warehouse
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MODERN PRODUCTION
Our factory, centrally located in Tranås, has an
area of approx. 6000 sqm. Here we have a
modern production and stock for a complete
range of filters and accessories. In 2017 Resema
expanded with an additional production site in
Aneby granting a further 5000 sqm.
We develop, improve and automate our production in order to manage constantly increasing
volumes and market requirements.
Resema´s production incorporates the latest in
technology with modern machines and equipment for manufacturing high quality air filters.
The three fully automated sewing machine lines
offer quick deliveries even in large quantities.

High capacity and
flexibility
SPECIAL SIZES
We are very flexibile regarding customized
dimensions. Our production can manufacture
special sizes in accordance to customer
requirements/applications.
Supplying correct product quality is extremely
important. We monitor to ensure that production consistently produces prime and uniform
quality filters and performance.
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WIDE RANGE OF MATERIALS
From an environmental view, it is important to take into account the manufacturing
materials utilized in air filters. It is also important to be aware of the filter construction
and how it affects the pressure drop. All of our bag filters have a conical internal seam
that promote airflow and reduces energy consumption.

SHEET METAL

Used air filters contain high pollutant concentrations and should
therefore be sent to incineration plants, if the pollutants allow. From
an environmental point of view, a frame made of sheet metal is an
excellent alternative since the material is recycled and consequently
almost an infinite resource. By recycling steel scrap we save energy and
reduce emissions of carbon dioxide. Our sheet metal frame consists
of Aluzinc which has superior long term corrosion resistance in most
atmospheric conditions. It also provides an extremely firm and stable
construction.

WOOD

With Resema’s protective wing there is no risk of
damaging or tearing the filter bags.

Wooden frames are environmentally friendly and energy efficient to
manufacture. All combustion contributes to carbon dioxide emis
sions but then new trees are planted and bind carbon dioxide from
our atmosphere. Thus wood burning is included in the natural balance
of the CO2 level. Wood is recreated by nature and is part of the solar
energy driven cycle.

PLASTIC

Our plastic frames are free from organic material and designed with
special corners for excellent stability. Plastic is combustible but is an
oil-based product that should be recycled. Plastic frames are a poor
alternative in relation to sheet metal and wooden frames regarding
impact on our environment.

SYNTHETIC

GLASSFIBER

Resema microfine glass media is
renowned for being of the highest quality and our own specially
developed Resac eco 1/60 micro
glass media.

Our synthetic media consists of
meltblown fiber with pre-filter. We
also offer polyester coarse filters with
maximum dust holding capability.
CERTIFIERAD
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RESEMA - YOUR ADVISOR
Resema sales team consists of 19 dedicated employees, providing ideal service. All our
employees are branch experienced and available for guidance. It is important to us that
each customer receives correct product quality essential to every individual application.
We are accustomed to working in close relationship with our customers, advising of product
performance and options. This support increases customer awareness and optimizes your air
filter systems from both an economical, quality and environmental perspective.We constantly
update staff on the latest within filtration technology in order to provide optimal solutions.
For us, it is important to deliver top quality products. You will obtain a reliable supplier
when choosing Resema.

FILTER ACADEMY
Resema is also offering our customers the opportunity to elevate their competence by supplying air filtration education. We are devoted to increasing branch knowledge, therefore our
Filter Academy is free of charge for all of our contracted customers.
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REFERENCES
We are a supplier to numerous HVAC and filter manufacturers in Scandinavia, Europe and parts
of Asia thanks to our modern and flexible production plants. Among larger contracted customers
are L&T FM AB and IV Produkt.

IV PRODUKT

IV Produkt chose Resema as supplier of air
filters after exploring and comparing products
of other filter producers in Sweden. Lowest
pressure drop combined with highest quality,
modern production and high capacity. The
choice was easy for IV Produkt! IV Produkt
chose our air filter Resac eco 1/60.
IV Produkt is considered by many as the
leading manufacturer of energy-efficient and
environmentally-friendly air treatment units.
IV Produkts LCC (life cycle-cost) focus reflects
on their entire business, from product development
to sales. It is therefore extremely important that
components such as air filters have high quality &
filtration efficiency in combination with low pressure
drops to ensure lowest possible energy consumption.

L&T FM AB

Resema is a supplier to L&T FM AB which
provides service to hospitals, schools, industries,
commercial buildings etc. throughout Sweden.
“Resema offers a complete range of filters, both
fiberglass and synthetic media with metal, plastic
or wooden frame. This means that we can meet our
customers’ demands regarding high quality,
environmental options and competitive price”
Resema’s products are tested in accordance to
ISO 16890 and have received excellent test results.

IV Produkt places high demands when developing
new products which is one of the reasons that
Resema was chosen as their new supplier. Resema
is a dynamic, flexible and innovative company. We
encourage reach & development of new, more cost
efficient products and manufacturing methods with
the purpose of reducing our environmental footprint.
Ref. www.ivprodukt.se
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MORE THAN A WEBSHOP
Through close cooperation with our customers and skilled IT technicians and designers we have
created a smart e-commerce where you can easily govern orders and deliveries according to your
requirements. You can generate and alter your air filter inventory lists for specific properties and
add notification for filter exchange date. Products are easily found by utilizing search function
with smart filtering or through the list of air treatment units. When logged in, previous and current orders can be viewed and quotes can be created for end customers.
Our e-commerce is fully customized for all types of smartphones and tablets so that orders can be
placed at your convenience.
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RESEMA’S ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Our environmental policy was put into action for the purpose of reducing the consumption of our planets
resources. We achieve this by working in accordance with our long-and short term environmental goals.

LONGTERM GOALS

SHORTTERM GOALS

1. Minimize energy consumption.

1. Energy – produce accurate consumption
data and take technical measures to reduce
energy consumption.

2. Source and incorporate innovative
materials with less environmental impact.
3. Minimize waste.
4. Customizing packaging minimizes material
utilization and the impact on our environment.

2. Investigate carriers that apply environmental
friendly transport methods.
3. Minimize manufacturing material waste.

5. Design products with lowest environmental
impact regarding manufacturing and end purpose.
6. Engage resource efficient shipping that
minimize negative environmental effects.
7. Exceed current environmental legislation
requirements.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
P-LABEL
Resema is a manufacturer of P-labeled filters. The quality label is issued by RISE,
Research Institute of Sweden which confirms that the filter complies to requirements
set by RISE:s certification guidelines (CR055) and that the filter has excellent long
term performance in actual operational conditions.
P-label certification guarantees that the air filter performance is compliant to the
highest demands worldwide.
P-LABEL REQUIREMENTS
The following is required for certification:
- A functional quality system for manufacturing in accordance with ISO9000
- Internal monitoring with documented filter and material tests during production
and final inspection of completed filters.
- Filter documentation and obligation of reporting alterations of design or materials.
- Review of all product data that is conveyed to customers and continuous monitoring of inappropriate marketing.
- Annual inspection visits by industry-certified auditors
- Annual impartial and random filter tests with visual inspections.
- Monitoring pressure drop data and filter class according to ISO 16890.
- Check of long-term performance compared to established minimum limits, 3
months continuous test in actual operation conditions.
Resema is constantly working with quality improvements.
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CERTIFIERAD

QUALITY CERTIFICATION
In addition to the P labeling program, Resema also participates in the Eurovent’s program for
air filter certification.

EUROVENT CERTIFICATION

Together with several European air filter manufacturers the European ventilation organization
Eurovent has developed a certification program to ensure that air filters fulfil requirements. The
Eurovent certification validates product data. To verify product information, Eurovent tests
the air filters at independent testing institutes, Sweden’s Technical Research Institute (RISE) in
Borås and/or Finnish State Technical Research Center (VTT) in Esbo, Finland.

EUROVENT CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
The certification signifies that:
- Published technical data must be accurate.
- The pressure drop and filter class are tested by independent
laboratories.
- The testing institute must be ISO 17025 certified.
- Manufacturers must be quality certified according to ISO 9000.
- Annually Eurovent randomly selects four filters from the product
range for testing.
All filters can be labeled with energy class A+ to E, where A+ has the lowest energy
consumption and E the highest. The energy classification system is based on ISO 16890.

ISO 9001 & 14001 CERTIFIED

Resema´s production plants are certified according to ISO 9001 & ISO 14001
(quality and environment).

ISO
9001

ISO
14001
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RESEMA’S SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Below are a few of our special products. If you require product information please contact us.

LOW OPERATING COST
RESAC ECO 1/60
• ePM1 60% according to ISO 16890
• Reduce your operating costs
• Energy class A+
• Supplier to HAVC manufacturers e.g.
IV-Produkt
• Micro glass with optional frame material
IV Produkt chose Resac eco.

CITYFILTER
RESAC CARB

Activated
carbon for double
•Designed to achieve optimal indoor environment protection!
according to EN 13779:2007
•Neutralizes odors and hazardous contaminants
•High carbon content approximately 4 kg
•High particle filtration ePM1 60% micro glass
•Special sizes on request
•Resac Carb can replace compact filters and
significantly reduce energy costs
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Energy saving

RESAC G 1/70, P-LABELD
ISO 16890 ePM1 70%
P-label is a quality guarantee that the filter has good long-term
performance in actual operating environment and maintains
high quality throughout its lifespan.
ePM1 70% is required by Eurovent 4/23-2018 in order to
achieve supply air category SUP 2 (space intended for
permanent residence) with ODA 2 classified outdoor air.

Excellent lifespan
quality

CERTIFIERAD

SMART, STRONG CARDBOARD BOXES

RE-COILEX

•

RE-COILEX Alkaline highly concentrated
special cleaner for very efficient cleaning
of fans, grease filter, heat exchanger, electro filter etc.

•
•
•
•

Smart air valves prevent dust escaping up from the
box, this protects you from concentrated pollutants
Reinforced handles
Large range of cardboard sizes
Flexible delivery options
Extra strong Resac Carb cardboard
art air valves
Sm

Easy to use - with or
without fan unit in
operation - and in most
cases without rinsing with
water. No reaction with
aluminum.
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300:17-0918
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